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Abstract—Parallel sorting methods for distributed memory
systems often use partitioning algorithms to prepare the redistribution of data items. This article proposes a partitioning
algorithm that calculates a redistribution specified by the
number of data items to be finally located on each process.
This partitioning algorithm can also be used for data items
with weights, which might express a computational load to be
expected, and to produce a redistribution with an individual
accumulated weight of data items specified for each process.
Another important feature is that data sets with duplicated
data keys can be handled. Parallel sorting with those properties
is often needed for parallel scientific application codes, such as
particle simulations, in which the dynamics of the simulated
system may destroy locality and load balance required for an
efficient computation. It is applied to random sample data and
to a particle simulation code requiring a sorting. Performance
results have been obtained on an IBM Blue Gene/P platform
with up to 32 768 cores. The results show that the proposed
parallel sorting method performs well in comparison to other
existing algorithms.
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data, whose keys are derived from the spatial location of
the particles in the simulated domain. Sorting the particles
according to these keys results in a data distribution in which
particles that are close to each other in the physical domain
are also close to each other in memory. An improvement
of the locality of memory accesses can result, which can
lead to a reduction of the communication costs for subsequent parallel computations. The distribution of particles
among processes can also have a significant effect on the
load balance of subsequent computations. Thus, the parallel
sorting of the particle data can be essential for improving
the performance of the entire particle code. To achieve good
results, parallel sorting algorithms should offer a method
to control how the data items are to be distributed among
processes. The contribution of this article is to propose such
a parallel sorting algorithm with the following properties:
•

I. I NTRODUCTION
Sorting a sequence of data items is one of the fundamental
problems in computer science and an essential part of many
algorithms and applications. The data items to be sorted need
to have keys assigned on which a linear order is defined.
Sorting a given sequence of data items is then the process
of rearranging the data items into a new sequence with
increasing (or decreasing) order of the keys. In distributed
memory systems, the input and the output sequence of
data items is distributed among a set of processes. In this
case, parallel sorting involves communication to redistribute
the data items. Parallel sorting algorithms can be based
on merging or based on partitioning [1]. In contrast to
merge-based sorting, which is often used in shared-memory
systems, partition-based sorting is suitable for distributed
memory environments, because it requires only a single
redistribution of the data items.
Parallel sorting is often exploited in parallel scientific
applications to achieve locality and load balance in distributed memory systems. Parallel particle simulation codes,
for example, use sorting algorithms for rearranging particle
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•

•

•

The parallel sorting algorithm is separated into several
algorithmic steps which can be individually adapted to
a specific application or platform. This article focuses
on the partitioning step in which all processes cooperatively decide how the data items are to be redistributed.
The distribution of data items among processes can
be controlled by specifying lower and upper bounds
for the positions at which the globally sorted sequence
should be split into sub-sequences for the processes.
This can be used to create both homogeneous and
inhomogeneous distributions of data items among processes. Inhomogeneous distributions, for example, may
be useful for heterogeneous architectures for which
data items need to be distributed among processors
proportionally to their individual computational speed.
A specific feature of the partitioning algorithm is that
the distribution of data items among processes can be
specified with respect to application-specific weights
that are assigned to the data items. The weights can
be chosen, for example, according to the individual
computational load caused by each data item. Thus, by
creating a distribution of data items among processes
with respect to these weights, the load balance of subsequent computations of an application can be improved.
Also, the partitioning algorithm works for duplicated
keys. The algorithm always provides the data distribution specified, even in cases in which all data items have

the same key value or all data items are initially owned
by a single process. This makes the parallel sorting
algorithm suitable for the use in real-world applications
that work on a-priori unknown data.
Partition-based parallel sorting algorithms usually exploit socalled splitter keys to describe how the data items need to be
redistributed among the processes. However, to achieve the
properties described above, the partitioning algorithm proposed uses splitting positions of the locally sorted sequences
of data items. Splitting positions divide the local sequence
of data items of each process into sub-sequences which are
to be sent to other processes.
The algorithm is implemented on an IBM Blue Gene/P
system. Especially for large numbers of processes, the
parallel sorting method achieves lower runtimes in comparison to other existing algorithms. As example application,
performance results of the parallel sorting algorithm within
a parallel particle simulation code are shown.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
presents related work. Section III introduces the partitioning
algorithm proposed. Section IV shows performance results
on a Blue Gene/P system. Section V concludes the article.

Parallel Radix Sort splits buckets at process boundaries, but
uses several all-to-all data redistribution steps [15].
Particle simulation codes use sorting to group particles
into boxes or cells based on their spatial position within
the simulation domain. This can be required for algorithmic
reasons, such as collision detection [16], or for specific implementation strategies [17]. Furthermore, sorting particles
is also used to optimize the cache usage [18] and as part
of domain decomposition techniques [19]. Load balancing
is performed as a separate step after the sorting [20], thus
requiring an additional redistribution of the particle data. By
sorting weighted data items as proposed in this article, the
additional redistribution step can be omitted.
In [21], we described a library approach with parallel
sorting algorithms for scientific computing and presented a
merge-based parallel sorting algorithm with adaptive memory requirements. The use of parallel sorting algorithms in
particle codes was discussed in [22]. This includes early
results of the partitioning algorithm and optimizations for
handling the data in the particle simulation code PEPC [23].

II. R ELATED W ORK

In this section, the sorting problem as well as the partitionbased parallel sorting algorithm with the partitioning algorithm are described.

Sorting is a common tasks in computer science and
resulted in numerous contributions on sequential and parallel
sorting [2], [3]. Recent research includes parallel sorting
on GPUs [4], [5] as well as optimizations for multi-core
architectures [6] and high scaling parallel environments [7].
Parallel sorting algorithms can be usually distinguished
in partition-based algorithms and merge-based algorithms
[1]. The algorithm proposed in this article is based on a
partitioning algorithm and requires only a single data redistribution with standard all-to-all communication operations,
thus benefiting from optimized communication libraries. In
contrast, merge-based algorithms for distributed memory
often require large numbers of communication steps [8].
Partition-based parallel sorting algorithms determine splitter keys by selecting random sample keys [9] or regular
sample keys [10] from the data items. The selection of
samples is repeated until splitter keys are determined that
divide the data items into equal parts [9], [7]. However,
application-specific load balancing metrics or heterogeneous
environments can also require uneven distributions. Duplicated keys are handled by modifying the data items [11]
or by adding counter values to the splitter keys [12]. In
contrast to that, the partitioning algorithm proposed handles
duplicated keys within a separate processing step that is
performed only if it is inevitable for the solution requested.
Parallel radix sort methods separate the data items into
buckets and assign entire buckets to parallel processes [13].
Refining large buckets is used to improve the load balancing
of the parallel sorting [14]. This refinement can not proceed
if buckets consists of duplicated keys only. Load Balanced

III. PARALLEL S ORTING BY PARTITIONING

A. Sorting Problem
Given a sequence E = hx0 , . . . , xn−1 i of n data items
with keys on which a linear order “≤” is defined, the sorting
problem is to create a permutation E 0 = hx00 , . . . , x0n−1 i of
the input sequence E such that x00 ≤ x01 ≤ . . . ≤ x0n−1
(i.e., E 0 is sorted). For distributed memory systems, the
input sequence E is distributed among p parallel processes
q1 , . . . , qp such that each process qi , i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, owns
aPlocal sequence Ei = hxi,0 , . . . , xi,ni −1 i of ni data items,
p
i=1 ni = n. The parallel sorting problem is to create a
permutation (of the distributed input data items) consisting
of the local sequences Ei0 = hx0i,0 , . . . , x0i,n0 −1 i, i = 1, . . . , p,
i
Pp
0
i=1 ni = n, such that the following conditions are met:
•
•

Intra process order: Each sequence Ei0 , i ∈ {1, . . . , p},
is sorted.
Inter process order: The largest data item of sequence
Ei0 , i ∈ {1, . . . , p − 1}, is not larger than the smallest
data item of all sequences Ez0 with z > i.

There exists a large variety of algorithm for solving sequential or parallel sorting problems [2], [3]. In the following,
we propose a new parallel sorting algorithm based on a
partitioning algorithm for data items with integer keys.
B. Overview of Parallel Sorting by Partitioning
Parallel sorting by partitioning consists of the following
four steps:

I. Local sort: Each process qi , i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, sorts its
local data items. For all following steps, Ei denotes the
locally sorted sequence of data items of process qi .
II. Create a partitioning of the data items: Each process
qi , i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, divides its local sequence Ei into p
sub-sequences Ei,j , j = 1, . . . , p, such that for each
j ∈ {1, . . . , p − 1} the largest data item
xjmax = max {x ∈ Ei,j }
i=1,...,p

of the j-th sub-sequences Ei,j of all processes qi , i =
1, . . . , p, is not larger than the data items of all subsequences Ei,z of all processes qi , i = 1, . . . , p, with
z > j, i.e.:
xjmax ≤ x for all x ∈ Ei,z , i = 1, . . . , p, z > j

.

This property is required to achieve the inter process
order of data items defined in the previous section.
III. Redistribute the data items: Each process qi , i ∈
{1, . . . , p}, sends the data items of its j-th subsequence Ei,j to process qj , j = 1, . . . , p, and receives
sub-sequences of data items from all other processes.
This can be done by MPI_Alltoallv communication operations and efficient variants, see [24].
IV. Local merge: Each process qi , i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, rearranges the sub-sequences of data items received into the
sorted local sequence Ei0 . Since the sub-sequences are
already sorted, a sequential merge algorithm is used.
This article focuses on a partitioning algorithm for Step II.
C. Partitioning with Splitting Positions
Before the partitioning algorithm is described, we introduce the notation of splitting positions, which is used for
the description of the partitioning of the data items.
Splitting Positions: Each process qi , i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, has
a locally sorted sequence Ei = hxi,0 , . . . , xi,ni −1 i of data
items. The division of each local sequence Ei into p subsequences Ei,j , j = 1, . . . , p, can then be specified by
a number of splitting positions si,j ∈ {0, . . . , ni }, j =
0, . . . , p, with si,j−1 ≤ si,j for j = 1, . . . , p. If
si,j−1 < si,j , then sub-sequence Ei,j consists of data
items hxi,si,j−1 , . . . , xi,si,j −1 i. Otherwise, sub-sequence Ei,j
is empty. The first and last splitting positions of each process
qi , i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, are fixed with si,0 = 0 and si,p = ni .
Therefore, only p × (p − 1) splitting positions need to be
determined by the partitioning algorithm.
Using splitting positions to describe the partitioning of
the data items represents an alternative approach to the
commonly used splitter keys. When using splitter keys
chosen from the keys of the data items it is only possible
to divide the sequences of data items at positions where the
data items have different keys. In contrast to that, splitting
positions can divide the sequences of data items at any
positions (even if all data items have equal keys).

The partitioning of the data items describes how the
data items have to be redistributed between the processes
for the partition-based parallel sorting. On each process
qi , i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, splitting position si,j , j ∈ {1, . . . , p − 1},
separates the data items that have to be sent to the processes
qz with z ≤ j from the data items that have to be sent to the
processes qz with z > j. Because the positions of the data
items are numbered consecutively starting by zero, the value
of si,j is equal to the number of data items that process qi
has to send to the processes qz with z ≤ j. The number of
data items that process qi has to send to one process qj is
given by the value si,j − si,j−1 for i, j = 1, . . . , p.
Partitioning Boundaries: For each j ∈ {0, . . . , p}, Sj =
hs1,j , . . . , sp,j i is denoted as a column of splitting positions
that contains the j-th splitting position of all processes
qi , i = 1, . . . , p. For each column Sj , j ∈ {0, . . . , p}, the
splitting positions are summedP
up over all processes to define
p
a partitioning boundary bj = i=1 si,j . From the definition
of the splitting positions it follows that
b0 = 0,

bp = n,

and

bj−1 ≤ bj for j = 1, . . . , p

.

The value of a partitioning boundary bj , j ∈ {1, . . . , p − 1},
is equal to the total number of data items that all processes
have to send to the processes qz with z ≤ j, and the value
bj − bj−1 is equal to the total number of data items that all
processes have to send to the process qj , j ∈ {1, . . . , p}.
Partitioning with Lower and Upper Bounds: The partitioning algorithm determines splitting positions such that
each resulting partitioning boundary bj is within a given
interval [bjlow , bjhigh ], j ∈ {1, . . . , p − 1}. The lower and
upper bounds bjlow and bjhigh , j = 1, . . . , p−1, have to fulfill
the following conditions:
0 ≤ bjlow ≤ bjhigh ≤ n
j−1
j−1
blow
≤ bjlow and bhigh
≤ bjhigh for j = 2, . . . , p − 1

and are chosen in advance by the user of the sorting algorithm to specify the load balance of the final result. The total
number of data items that each process qj , j ∈ {1, . . . , p},
will finally own is equal to the value bj − bj−1 . Since bj
is within the interval [bjlow , bjhigh ] and bj−1 is within the
j−1
interval [bj−1
low , bhigh ], it follows that process qj will own at
j
j−1
least bjlow − bj−1
high data items and at most bhigh − blow data
items. Therefore, the minimum and maximum number of
data items that each process should own can be controlled
by specifying appropriate lower and upper bounds.
In this article, we introduce the explicit usage of individual
lower and upper bounds for each partitioning boundary. This
allows the creation of even and uneven distributions of data
items among processes. Other parallel sorting algorithms
usually support only even distributions [9], in some cases
with a specific amount of imbalance allowed [7]. This can
be considered to be a special case in our approach. To get
a distribution of data items among processes where each

process will own at most np +nimba data items, the following
lower and upper bounds for j = 1, . . . , p − 1 can be used:
bjlow = j np −

nimba
2

and bjhigh = j np +

nimba
2

.

(1)

D. Determining a Single Column of Splitting Positions
This subsection describes how the processes cooperatively
determine the splitting positions of one column Sj , j ∈
{1, . . . , p−1}. The splitting positions of a column Sj depend
on each other, because they have to be chosen such that
the condition of Step II, Sect. III-B is achieved and the
partitioning boundary bj is within the interval [bjlow , bjhigh ].
Searching for the splitting positions proceeds in several
rounds and uses the binary digit representation of the integer
keys of the data items. The data items have r-bit integer
keys with bit positions 1, . . . , r enumerated from the lowest
(rightmost) to the highest (leftmost) bit. Each round of the
search uses t bits of the keys (1 ≤ t ≤ r), starting with the
highest t bits in the first round. Hence, at most d rt e search
rounds need to be performed and in the last round fewer
than t bits can remain to be used.
Determining Candidates for the Splitting Positions: In
each search round, each process qi , i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, selects
2t + 1 possible candidates s̄ki , k = 0, . . . , 2t , for its splitting
position si,j . The selection of splitting candidates is done
by considering the local sub-sequence hxi,li,j , . . . , xi,hi,j −1 i
of data items with 0 ≤ li,j ≤ hi,j ≤ ni . If li,j = hi,j ,
then process qi considers none of its data items. Splitting
candidates are the positions that cut the sequence of rbit words into 2t sub-sequences, so that each sub-sequence
contains the r-bit words with the same t-bit word at the bit
positions considered in this round.

Figure 1. Example for the selection of splitting candidates with p = 2
processes in one search round. Each process uses t = 2 bits to select
2t + 1 = 5 splitting candidates.

Figure 1 shows an example with two processes for selecting splitting candidates. Each process uses t = 2 bits of the
keys of the data items to select five splitting candidates from
its local sub-sequence of data items. Process q2 has no data
items with 2-bit word 10. Therefore, s̄22 and s̄32 are equal to
the position of the first data item with 2-bit word 11.
The sub-sequence of data items considered by each process changes during the algorithm. The search starts with
li,j = 0 and hi,j = ni in the first round (i.e., all data
items are considered). In each search round, all processes
select one of their 2t sub-sequences (all processes select the

same) to refine the search in the next round. The definition
of the splitting candidates always leads to s̄0i = li,j and
t
s̄2i = hi,j . Therefore, only 2t − 1 splitting candidates need
to be determined. Since the local sequences of data items
of each process are sorted, each splitting candidate can be
determined using a binary search.
Compare Candidates with the Lower and Upper Bounds:
When all processes have determined their splitting candidates in one search round, their values
summed up to crePare
p
ate 2t +1 boundary candidates b̄k = i=1 s̄ki , k = 0, . . . , 2t .
The results of this summation are made available to all
processes. These boundary candidates are compared with
the lower and upper bounds bjlow and bjhigh to continue the
search in one of the two following ways:
t
• Case A: If there exists at least one k ∈ {0, . . . , 2 }
j
j
k
such that blow ≤ b̄j ≤ bhigh (the smallest value of k
is used if more than one exists), the search is finished
successfully and each process qi , i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, uses
si,j = s̄ki as splitting position for column Sj .
t
• Case B: If there exists k ∈ {1, . . . , 2 } such that
j
j
k−1
k
b̄j
< blow and bhigh < b̄j , then each process
qi , i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, sets li,j := s̄k−1
and hi,j := s̄ki
i
and performs another search round.
Parameters r, t, and [bjlow , bjhigh ], j = 1, . . . , p − 1, are the
same on all processes. Therefore, the selection of case A
or case B and the corresponding value k depends only on
the boundary candidates. Since the values of the boundary
candidates are made available to all processes, it follows that
all processes perform the search in a synchronized way.
E. Partitioning for Duplicated Keys
If there are no duplicated keys (i.e., all data item have
different key values), then the search always ends successfully after at most d rt e search rounds. Otherwise (i.e., with
duplicated keys), it is possible that case B is chosen for a
column Sj , j ∈ {1, . . . , p − 1}, in the last search round,
which would require to continue the search. However, since
all bit positions have already been considered, all remaining
data items to be considered have equal keys and no further
splitting candidates can be selected. In practice, this situation
mainly occurs, for example, if the number of data items with
equal keys is very high or if the difference between the lower
and upper bounds bjlow and bjhigh is very small.
If the search is not finished successfully in the last search
round, then a final round is appended. The goal of this
final round is to select splitting positions si,j ∈ [li,j , hi,j ]
for each process qi , i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, suchj that bj is within
k
[bjlow , bjhigh ]. In this situation, the value 12 (bjlow + bjhigh )
is chosen as target value for bj . To achieve this target value,
each process qi , i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, chooses its lowest possible
value si,j = li,j as starting point. Then, beginning at process
q1 , the values of si,j are increased until the target value of
bj is achieved. This procedure can be performed in parallel

by letting each processes qi , i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, compute the
increase required for itself as follows:


p
i−1
X
X
1 j
di =
(blow + bjhigh ) − (
lz,j +
(hz,j − lz,j ))
2
z=1
z=1
The value of di is the difference to the target value of
bj , when all processes qz with z < i choose their highest
possible splitting position sz,j = hz,j and all processes qz
with z ≥ i choose their lowest possible splitting position
sz,j = lz,j . If di < 0, then no increase is required by process
qi . Otherwise, di is equal to the value by which li,j has
to
Ppbe increased (but without exceeding hi,j ). The result of
z=1 lz,j is equal to the value of one boundary candidate
from the last search round and is therefore
Pi−1already known to
all processes. The partial summation z=1 (hz,j − lz,j ) can
be computed with a prefix sum operation for all processes
in parallel. After each process qi , i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, has
determined its local value di , the splitting position si,j is
determined as follows:
si,j = max{li,j , min{li,j + di , hi,j }}
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F. Overall Search of All Splitting Positions

16

The partitioning algorithm determines all p × (p − 1)
splitting positions together in an interleaved way. First, the
search rounds using the highest t bit positions are performed
for all columns of splitting positions. After that, the next
lower t bit positions are used for all columns of splitting
positions that need further search rounds. If the search ends
successfully for one column of splitting positions, then this
column is marked as finished and skipped in the following
search rounds. The search continues until all bit positions
have been considered or all columns are marked as finished.
Interleaving the search rounds of several columns of splitting
positions in this way allows a reuse of splitting candidates
and boundary candidates that have already been determined.
Figure 2 shows the pseudo-code for the partitioning algorithm. The function PARTITION is executed by all processes
in parallel in an SPMD way. Each process qi , i ∈ {1, . . . , p},
uses its locally sorted sequence Ei of data items as input and
returns splitting positions si,j , j = 1, . . . , p − 1, as results of
the partitioning algorithm.
After the initialization, the algorithm performs a loop executing the search rounds by iterating over the bit positions
(l-loop in line 10). In each iteration of the l-loop, a loop
over all columns of splitting positions that are not already
marked as finished is performed (j-loop in line 11). During
the j-loop, one search round is performed for each column
Sj of splitting positions using the currently considered bit
positions. This corresponds to the description in Sect. III-D.
In lines 12–14, the splitting candidates and boundary
candidates are determined. The summation over all processes
(line 14) is performed using a global reduction operation
A LL -R EDUCE -S UM that makes the result of the summation
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/* executed by processes qi , i = 1, . . . , p, in parallel */
function PARTITION
input: locally sorted sequence Ei = hxi,0 , . . . , xi,ni −1 i
of ni data items with r-bit integer keys
input: lower and upper bounds bjlow and
bjhigh , j = 1, . . . , p − 1, of the boundary values
input: number of bits t to use in a search round
output: splitting positions si,j , j = 1, . . . , p − 1
/* initialization */
set li,j = 0 and hi,j = ni for j = 1, . . . , p − 1
/* search rounds for considering the key bits */
for l = 1, . . . , d rt e do
for j = 1, . . . , p − 1 and column Sj not finished do
for k = 0, . . . , 2t do
determine splitting candidate s̄ki with a
binary search in sub-sequence
hxi,li,j , . . . , xi,hi,j −1 i using the currently
considered bit positions
Pp
determine b̄k = z=1 s̄kz using an A LLR EDUCE-S UM communication operation
if (exists k ∈ {0, . . . , 2t }
with bjlow ≤ b̄k ≤ bjhigh ) then
/* Case A: search for si,j finished */
set si,j = s̄ki
mark column Sj as finished
else
/* Case B: prepare next search round */
determine k ∈ {1, . . . , 2t } with
b̄k−1 < bjlow and bjhigh < b̄k
set li,j = s̄k−1
and hi,j = s̄ki
i
/* final round for handling duplicated keys */
for j = 1, . . . , p − 1 and column Sj not finished do
determine di using a P REFIX -S UM communication
operation
set si,j = max{li,j , min{li,j + di , hi,j }}
Figure 2.
The function PARTITION implements the partitioning
algorithm and is executed by p processes in parallel in an SPMD
way. Each process qi , i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, uses its locally sorted sequence
Ei of ni data items as input and returns the splitting positions
si,j , j = 1, . . . , p − 1.

available to all processes. After comparing the boundary
candidates with the lower and upper bounds, either splitting
position si,j is found and column Sj is marked as finished
(case A in lines 17–19), or the values of li,j and hi,j are
modified for the next search round (case B in lines 21–23).
After the l-loop is finished, the final round is performed
by a loop over all columns of splitting positions that are
still not marked as finished (line 25). This can only occur if
the data items have duplicated keys and corresponds to the
description in Sect. III-E.

All processes execute the algorithm in parallel in an
SPMD way. Communication between the processes is only
necessary for the global summation and the prefix sum
operations (line 14 and line 26). Since these are blocking
operations, this leads to a synchronisation between all processes. Since, the result of the global summation is available
on all processes (and all other parameters are identical), it
follows that all processes make the same decisions for the
conditional statement in line 15. Therefore, all processes
execute and terminate the algorithm synchronously. The
runtime of the algorithm is dominated by the three nested
for loops (line 10, line 11, and line 12) and the binary search
inside the innermost loop (line 13).
G. Weighted Data Items
The partitioning algorithm shown in Fig. 2 can be modified to support the distribution of data items among processes
with respect to weights associated with each data item.
j
This requires alternative lower and upper bounds wlow
and
j
whigh , j = 1, . . . , p − 1, that refer to the weights of the data
items. For example, to get a distribution of data items among
processes such that the data items of all processes have equal
accumulated weights, the lower and upper bounds can be
determined with Eq. (1), but replacing the total number of
data items n with the total weight of all data items.
To support weighted data items, the partitioning algorithm
has to be modified in the following way: For each splitting
candidate s̄ki , k = {0, . . . , 2t }, on process qi , i ∈ {1, . . . , p},
the weights of all data items xi,z , z = 0, . . . , s̄ki − 1 are
accumulated (modification of line 13). After that, instead
of the splitting positions, the accumulated weights are
summed up over all processes with the A LL -R EDUCE -S UM
communication operation (line 14). The results of these
summations are then compared to the alternative lower and
j
j
upper bounds wlow
and whigh
to decide how the search
continues (lines 15–23). The final round has to be modified
analogously. Accumulating the weights requires additional
iterations over the local data items of a process. Therefore,
the modifications for weighted data items can increase the
runtime of the partitioning algorithm.
IV. P ERFORMANCE R ESULTS FOR PARALLEL S ORTING
BY PARTITIONING
Performance results are shown for the partitioning algorithm, for parallel sorting by partitioning and for the use of
the partitioning algorithm in a particle simulation code.
A. Experimental Setup
Performance results have been obtained on an IBM Blue
Gene/P system [25]. A single compute node of the system consists of a 4-way SMP processor with 2 GiB main
memory. The virtual node mode was used, leading to four
processes on each compute node.

All parallel algorithms were implemented using the
platform-specific Message Passing Interface library (MPI)
of the Blue Gene/P system. This MPI library contains
optimized collective communication operations [26]. The
partitioning algorithm and the parallel sorting method use
only collective communication operations and, thus, can
benefit from these optimizations. The global summation
(line 14 in Fig. 2) is performed with the MPI_Allreduce
operation. The prefix sum operation (line 26 in Fig. 2) is performed with the prefix reduction operation MPI_Exscan.
This collective operation is similar to the MPI_Allreduce
operation, but the result on each process qi , i ∈ {1, . . . , p},
is accumulated only from the values of all processes qz
with z < i. The redistribution of the data items among
the processes for the parallel sorting is performed with the
MPI_Alltoallv operation.
The sample data items used for the experiments consist
of 64-bit integer keys with random values in the range
[0, 264 −1]. Uniformly distributed random keys (with mean
value 263 ) and normally distributed random keys (with mean
value 263 and standard deviation 13 263 ) were used. Additionally, non-uniform distributions of random keys were created
by combining random keys with binary AND operations;
this method was proposed in [27] and leads to distributions
with large numbers of duplicated keys. All random values
were created using the random number generators of the
IBM Engineering and Scientific Subroutine Library (ESSL).
The lower and upper bounds bjlow and bjhigh , j =
1, . . . , p − 1, of the partitioning algorithm were chosen according to Eq. (1). In the following, the maximum imbalance
of a distribution of data items among processes denotes
the largest difference between the number of data items a
single process will own and the average number of data
items all processes will own. Unless otherwise specified,
nimba = 0.01 np was used, which means that an even
distribution of data items among processes with a maximum
imbalance of 1 % (with respect to the average number of data
items per process) is achieved.
B. Results for the Partitioning Algorithm
Performance experiments have shown that the number
of candidate bits t used for the partitioning algorithm
has a strong influence on its performance. Increasing the
parameter t reduces the maximum number of search rounds
(d rt e with r = 64 for 64-bit integer keys), but increases the
number of splitting candidates (2t + 1) and the communication required for the global reduction operations (line 14
in Fig. 2). For all following measurements, t = 3 was used,
because small runtimes were achieved almost independent
from the number of processes, from the number of data item,
and from the distribution of the key values.
Figure 3 shows runtimes of the partitioning algorithm
with and without weights depending on the number of
processes using uniformly distributed random keys. The
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program version with weighted data items uses the same
weight 1 for all data items. This leads to the same result
as having no weights, but causes the runtime overhead for
handling weighted data items. Without weights, the runtimes
strongly increase for increasing numbers of processes, but
are almost independent from the number of data items. This
is the behavior expected, because the increasing number of
processes also increases the number of splitting positions
that need to be found. The number of data items has
no significant influence on the runtime without weights,
since determining the splitting candidates with binary search
depends only logarithmically on the local number of data
items and requires only a small part of the runtime. With
weighted data items, the partitioning algorithm has significantly higher, but decreasing runtimes for small process
numbers. This is caused by the linear iteration over the
data items that is required to accumulate the weights. Hence,
there is a benefit from the decreasing number of data items
per process. The decrease in runtime stops when the local
number of data items is too small. For large numbers
of processes, the partitioning algorithms with and without
weights have almost the same performance.
Figure 4 shows runtimes of the partitioning algorithm with
different maximum imbalance values using several random
key value distributions with 128 processes. Each key value
of the distributions AND1 , AND3 , and AND5 is create with
1, 3, and 5 binary AND operations, respectively. The results
show that the maximum imbalance requested has a strong
influence on the runtime of the partitioning algorithm. This
is caused by the increasing number of search rounds that are
required when the intervals [bjlow , bjhigh ], j = 1, . . . , p − 1,
are small. Using key value distributions with large amounts
of duplicated keys, which is the case for AND3 and AND5 ,
leads to a significant increase of the runtime. In these cases,
the final round has to be performed more often. With zero

AND5

zeros

key value distribution
Figure 4. Runtimes of the partitioning algorithm with different maximum
imbalance values using several random key value distributions and 128
processes. Each key value of the distributions AND1 , AND3 , and AND5
is create with 1, 3, and 5 binary AND operations, respectively.
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Figure 3. Runtimes of the partitioning algorithm depending on the number
of processes with (w/) and without (w/o) weights using 1 mil. and 10 mil.
data items in total.
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Figure 5. Runtimes of the four steps of parallel sorting by partitioning
depending on the number of processes using 10 mil. data items in total.

keys, it is impossible to find splitting positions with splitting
candidates and therefore the final round is always performed.
C. Results for Parallel Sorting by Partitioning
The partitioning algorithm was used to implement the
parallel sorting method described in Sect. III-B. Initially,
the data items are evenly distributed among the processes.
Local sorting in Step I is performed with a sequential radix
sort algorithm as described in [21]. In Step II, all processes
execute the partitioning algorithm from Sect. III-F. The
redistribution of the data items in Step III is performed with
the MPI_Alltoallv communication operation using the
splitting positions as displacement values. Finally, in Step
IV, each process merges the p sorted sub-sequences received
using p − 1 two-way merge operations. For the following
experiments, uniformly distributed random keys were used.
Figure 5 shows runtimes of Steps I–IV depending on the
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Figure 6.
Speedup of parallel sorting by partitioning with (w/) and
without (w/o) weights depending on the number of processes using 25 mil.,
800 mil., and 25 600 mil. data items in total. Several results are not shown,
because the number of data items per process was limited to 25 mil. and
the measurements were stopped when no further decrease in runtime was
achieved.

number of processes using 10 mil. data items in total. The
runtimes of the local sort step (I) and the local merge step
(IV) decrease for increasing numbers of processes, which is
caused by the decreasing number of data items per process.
The runtime of the redistribution step (III) varies by an
order of magnitude, but requires at most 19 % of the overall
runtime, i.e., with 256 processes. The partitioning algorithm
(II) shows the same behavior as in Fig. 3: The runtime
increases for increasing numbers of processes. For large
numbers of processes, the total runtime of parallel sorting
by partitioning is dominated by the partitioning algorithm.
Figure 6 shows speedup values for parallel sorting by
partitioning with and without weights depending on the
number of processes using 25 mil., 800 mil., and 25 600 mil.
data items in total. The program version with weighted data
items uses the same weight 1 for all data items. Because of
the limited memory of the compute nodes, the number of
data items was limited to 25 mil. per process. The speedup
values are calculated with respect to the runtime with 25 mil.
data items per process. Depending on the total number of
data items, parallel sorting by partitioning scales well up
to 1024 processes, up to 8182 processes and even up to
32 768 processes. Superlinear speedup values are caused by
cache effects in the local sort step (I). The speedup values
with weights are higher, because with weighted data items
the benefits from the decreasing number of data items per
process have a stronger effect on the total runtime. However,
the total runtime with weights is also higher, because of the
additional overhead for the partitioning algorithm and for
sorting the weighted data items locally.
Figure 7 compares runtimes for parallel sorting by partitioning, for Load Balanced Parallel Radix Sort (LBR) [15],
and for Histogram Sort [7] depending on the number of
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Figure 7. Runtimes of parallel sorting by partitioning, Load Balanced
Parallel Radix Sort (LBR) [15], and Histogram Sort depending on the
number of processes using 1 mil. and 8 mil. data items per process. Results
for Histogram Sort are taken from [7].

processes using 1 mil. and 8 mil. data items per process. LBR
creates an even distribution of data items among processes
independent from the key values. It was implemented using
16 bits at once, thus performing four all-to-all data redistribution steps when sorting 64-bit integer keys. In comparison
to parallel sorting by partitioning, LBR has higher runtimes.
The high number of data redistribution steps lead to a large
communication overhead (e.g., 70–80 % of the total runtime
with 32 768 processes). When sorting data items in realworld applications, this can become even worse.
Histogram Sort is an optimized parallel sorting method
for high scaling parallel systems and uses overlapping of
communication and computation. In comparison to parallel
sorting by partitioning, Histogram Sort achieves about the
same runtime with up to 4096 processes. With more than
4096 processes, parallel sorting by partitioning is about 25 %
faster than Histogram Sort. All three parallel sorting methods
show a similar increase in runtime for large numbers of
processes. For LBR and parallel sorting by partitioning, this
increase is mainly caused by the data redistribution with the
MPI_Alltoallv communication operation.
D. Results for Particle Data Sorting
As an example for an application that requires parallel
sorting of weighted data items, we use an implementation
of the Barnes-Hut algorithm for the calculation of longrange interactions in particle simulations [28]. The parallel
implementation used is part of the freely available parallel
tree code PEPC [23]. This application can be used to
simulate the dynamical evolution of a system of particles
by calculating the interactions between particles at discrete
time steps (using the Barnes-Hut algorithm) and modifying
their positions and velocities accordingly. The size of the
particle systems depends strongly on the field of application
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Figure 8. Runtimes with the original and the new parallel sorting method
of PEPC depending on the number of processes using 6.4 mil. particles
with an inhomogeneous particle distribution. Runtimes are shown for the
particle data sorting within a single time step and for all computations of a
single time step. Results with smaller numbers of processes are not shown,
because the memory requirements could not be fulfilled.
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and can range from thousands to even billions of particles.
The Barnes-Hut algorithm uses a hierarchical partitioning
of the particles into boxes. The parallel implementation is
based on the Hashed Oct-Tree scheme [17], where the position of a box is encoded in their box number such that the
oct-tree of boxes is not stored as hierarchical data structure
but as a hash table. The box numbers are recursively created
from the coordinates of the boxes. The resulting linear
ordering of the boxes corresponds to a Morton ordering,
which retains the spatial locality of the boxes. All particles
are assigned a 64-bit integer key according to the number of
the box they are located in. By sorting all particles according
to their keys, particles that are close to each other (in the
particle system) become close to each other in memory. The
parallel implementation uses parallel sorting to redistribute
the particles among the processes such that particles that
are close to each other are distributed to the same process
(with high probability). In PEPC, each particle is assigned
a weight value that approximates the computational load
caused by that particle. By creating an even distribution of
particles among processes with respect to these weights, the
load balancing of the parallel implementation is improved.
The partitioning algorithm was used to implement the
sorting of the particles. The particles are distributed among
the processes such that a maximum imbalance of 1 % is
achieved with respect to the weights of the particles. This
new particle sorting method replaces the original method
in PEPC, i.e., a recursive adaptation of Parallel Sorting by
Regular Sampling [10] with weighted samples [19]. A more
detailed description of the original and the new particle
sorting can be found in [22]. Homogeneous and inhomogeneous distributions of particles were used. Inhomogeneous
distributions were created according to the Plummer model,
which means that the particles are clustered around a center.
This leads to load imbalances during the computations.
Figure 8 shows runtimes with the original and the new
parallel sorting method of PEPC depending on the number
of processes using 6.4 mil. particles with an inhomogeneous
distribution. With small numbers of processes, the particle
data sorting requires only a small part of the total runtime.
Additionally, the difference between the original and the new
parallel sorting method is very small, because the runtime is
dominated by the data redistribution step, which is similar in
both methods. For increasing numbers of processes, the new
parallel sorting method is about an order of magnitude faster
than the original method. In these cases, the particle data
sorting also requires a significant part of the total runtime of
each time step. Thus, the reduction in runtime for the particle
data sorting also leads to a reduction of the total runtime of
each time step of about 10 % with 4096 processes.
Figure 9 shows runtimes of single time steps of PEPC
(with the new parallel sorting method) with and without
load balancing with weights depending on the number of
processes. Homogeneous and inhomogeneous particle dis-
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Figure 9. Runtimes of a single time step of PEPC with (w/) and without
(w/o) load balancing with weights depending on the number of processes
using 25 000 particles per process with homogeneous and inhomogeneous
particle distributions.

tributions with 25 000 particles per process were used. In
these experiments, particle data sorting requires only about
1–2 % of the runtime of each time step. Thus, the differences
between parallel sorting with weights and without weights
are small in comparison to the overall runtime of each time
step. However, using the weights to distribute the data items
among processes during the parallel sorting leads to a significant reduction in runtime for the computations of a single
time step of PEPC. The reduction in runtime is up to 8 %
for homogeneous distributions of particles. Inhomogeneous
distributions of particles lead to larger runtimes, but the
reduction in runtime with weights is up to 18 %.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this article, we have proposed a novel partitioning
algorithm to be used for a partition-based parallel sorting
method for distributed memory systems. The sorting algorithm allows the user or the application code to control the
distribution of the data items among the processes. Since
weighted data items are supported, the partitioning algorithm
is adaptable to application-specific load balancing metrics.
Also duplicated keys are handle appropriately, so that any
kind of sequence can be sorted. The performance results
have shown that in real-world applications, the additional
costs for handling weighted data items can be overcompensated by an improved load balancing in the scientific
application. In summary, this leads to reductions of the
runtime in comparison to existing parallel sorting methods,
especially for large numbers of processes.
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